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West Bryant
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704 898 5044
East Fifth Street
west.bryant@gmail.com
Evan Kettler
Vice President
704 577 4901
North Laurel Avenue
evan.kettler@gmail.com
Lisa Yagla
Secretary
704 807 1862
Pecan Avenue
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Pecan Avenue
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Greenway Avenue
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At-Large
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On the cover
The 36th annual Elizabeth 8K
Road Race is back in 2022 with an
in-person event. Come out to run or
volunteer to help. Find details for the
April 30 event – Charlotte’s oldest
road race – elsewhere in this issue.
Photo by Jim Dimitroff
On the back cover
Heavy, wet snow fell on Elizabeth
on the evening of Jan. 21 near the
intersection of East 7th Street and
Hawthorne Lane. The result: A
temporary blanket of snow – or in some
cases a hat (below) – of a couple of
inches. Photos by John McBride

Robert Zabel
Elizabeth 8K
Road Race Chair
917 873 8028
Pecan Avenue
nycrcz@yahoo.com

ECA Board Members
Eric Davis
Transportation Chair
704 776 3013
Greenway Avenue
ericadavis0123@gmail.com
Paul Freeman
Beautification & Trees
704 491 5656
East Fifth Street / paul@
freemanlandscapearchitecture.com
Lauren Gomez
Membership Chair
704 728 2066
East 5th Street
laurenmcjo@gmail.com
Anne Lambert
At-large
704 589 9146
Hawthorne Bridge Court
chickspeare@hotmail.com
John F. McBride
Newsletter
980 254 7367
East Eighth Street
john.f.mcb@gmail.com
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Officer L. Beimel
CMPD neighborhood
community coordinator
704 336 3054
lbeimel@cmpd.org

The ECA Newsletter
The ECA newsletter is published
quarterly (March, June, September
and December) and delivered
to homes and businesses in
the Elizabeth neighborhood of
Charlotte. The production team:
John McBride
editor
Jeremy Deese
circulation czar
Susan Green
editorial assistant and proofreader
Little Shiva designer

KEEP ELIZABETH BEAUTIFUL

TRASH
PICKUP DAY
Save the date:
Saturday, April 2
From 8 a.m. to noon
All are welcome!
Look for ECA email updates
for more information.
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gmail.com
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Pecan Avenue
jimdimitroff@
gmail.com
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JOConnor@
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gmail.com

Marie McDaniel
Pecan Avenue
Marie_McDaniel@
PremierInc.com

Lisa Yagla
Pecan Avenue
lyagla@gmail.com

Hardin Minor
Clement Avenue
hardinminor@att.net

Robert Zabel
Pecan Avenue
nycrcz@yahoo.com
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From the President:
Looking forward to an
eventful spring
by West Bryant
Greetings friends and
neighbors. I hope this finds you
well, and that you and your loved
ones are enjoying a healthy and
happy 2022.
Like many, the Bryant household was visited by that virus
back in January. We did our best
to follow proper protocols to
prevent the spread to others,
and we were lucky in that everyone recovered quickly. Thank
you to the entire community
for persistently doing the right
things to protect us all during
the course of the pandemic.
As always, it was a busy season
in Elizabeth during the winter
months. The Merry Meander
was incredible! Marie McDaniel
and Lisa Yagla really flexed their
creative and organizational skills
to make this year’s edition one of
the most amazing events in the
12 years I have been in Elizabeth.
Hawthorne’s generously donated
pizza. I learned that peppermint
cotton candy exists and is
delightful. There were fun treats
and beverages for kids and
adults. Thanks to all who lit up
homes and paths literally and
figuratively to make the evening
so wonderful.

The ECA planted five
new Freeman maples
on Fifth last December.
Photo
by John
McBride PAGES
PEOPLE
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The ECA is cautiously
optimistic that we can safely
bring back more in-person
activities to Elizabeth for the

I have been extremely
impressed with the progress
that has been done by the
Transportation Committee led
by Eric Davis. Thanks to the
feedback from the neighborhood
from last year, the team has
been able to hone in on the
Chris Mullis (manager of our
highest priority projects and
neighborhood Hawthorne’s
present them to CDOT in order
Pizza) is working with the social
to determine a solution and
committee to bring back the
have it implemented. Another
Elizabeth Easter Egg Hunt. The
committee led by Tommy
Easter Egg Hunt will be held
Franklin has also been working
in a new location due to the
through safety issues along
construction-related closing of
Pecan. These processes take a
Independence Park, and details
long time, and this patient and
will be shared as soon as possible
persistent work will pay off slowly
via email.
but surely for all of us.
The Elizabeth 8K will also
Paul Freeman recently famake a triumphant return this
cilitated
repair of the Trolley
year on Apr. 30 thanks to the
Path
lights
to keep them up and
hard work of Rob Zabel and the
operational.
If you find that
Elizabeth 8K committee. Get
the
lights
are
malfunctioning,
ready for an action packed
please
let
us
know
so we can
spring!
keep things lit. Paul also led the
Significant work continues
charge in the planting of five
around the Charlotte Future
new Freeman maple trees along
2040 Comprehensive Plan
East 5th Street. It was nice to see
by the ECA’s Land Use and
new trees go in after the disasDevelopment team. I may be
trous tree falls in 2020.
stating the obvious, but this work
Last but certainly not
is absolutely critical to make sure
least, please send us an email
that we have a say in the future
of how our community develops if you meet new neighbors.
Lauren Gomez has created
over the next two decades. We
appreciate the feedback that has some excellent new neighbor
packets for those that are new to
been provided to the ECA and
Elizabeth, and we’re depending
directly to the city, and I hope
on your reconnaissance to
we can continue to count on
make sure Elizabeth newbies
everyone in the neighborhood
are properly welcomed. If you
to provide input generally and
are a new neighbor and haven’t
when there is an upcoming
received a packet yet, grab life
deadline for feedback.
first time in a long time. ECA
treasurer Danielle Kleinrichert
is working to organize a
neighborhood beautification day
with a focus on trash pickup on
Apr. 2. More details on that event
will be coming soon via email.

by the horns and get yourself
welcomed!
Spring is my second favorite
season (after fall), so expect to
see me walking about peeping
all the sights of Elizabeth over
the coming months. Comments
or questions? Please send
me a note at president@
elizabethcommunity.com. See
you around the neighborhood.
The ECA Roundabout:
Updates from the
transportation committee
by Eric Davis
Starting with this issue, the
ECA transportation committee
will provide brief updates on the
key transportation opportunities
and challenges we are actively
working on.
As a reminder, last year the
committee solicited feedback on
the community’s transportation
priorities. More than 150 of you
responded to the survey, and
three of the top four priorities
concerned pedestrian safety on
7th Street and Pecan Avenue.
Based on that feedback, the
committee started working
closely with CDOT to:
• Establish a Pecan Avenue
safety sub-committee to focus
specifically on the Pecan Avenue
concerns.
• Initiate strategic vision plans
for 7th Street to transform the
corridor to meet the needs of the
community as Elizabeth grows
and develops.
THE PEOPLE PAGES
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Pecan Avenue safety subcommittee: Tommy Franklin

leads this sub-committee and
held an extremely productive
kick-off meeting with CDOT in
January. The sub-committee will
work to address excessive speed,
accidents and pedestrian safety
on Pecan. During the meeting,
a wide range of options were
discussed, including:

Strategic vision for 7th
Street: The committee’s first

meeting with CDOT took place
in January. The ECA’s strategic
vision for 7th Street seeks to
connect, not divide, Elizabeth’s
residents and businesses to
each other and to adjoining
communities.

that serve to reduce automobile
speed.
In addition to these strategic
goals, CDOT and the ECA are
collaborating to install driver
feedback signs as a short-term
approach toward improving
safety.

As of this writing, the ECA
is developing a more detailed
inventory of recommendations
• Installation of a four-way
• Safe options for crossing 7th
for each section of 7th that we
stop along Pecan Avenue at an
by foot, bicycle and automobile
plan to share with CDOT in
intersection to be determined.
at high volume/demand
February, after the deadline
• Implementing “portable driver locations.
for this publication. We will
feedback” signs that display
• Reasonable access to
update you on this progress
vehicle speeds.
all homes, businesses and
in the summer edition of the
• Installing an active pedestrian intersecting residential streets is newsletter.
crossing with flashing beacon on maintained.
As you can see, there is some
Pecan Avenue at a location to be • Precedence of safety over
really exciting work going on to
determined.
vehicular traffic throughput.
improve the safety, quality of life
and convenience of Elizabeth.
• Installing additional 25 MPH • A combination of visual,
If you’d like to get involved with
speed limit signs.
physical and regulatory cues
The outcomes that would
enable this vision include:

The Charlotte Fire Department responded to a fire at a duplex at the corner of East 7th Street and Cameron Avenue
on January 19. Onlookers said there was no one home at the time of the fire. Photo by West Bryant

development group to address
issues like storm water, setbacks
from adjoining properties and
design standards. This remains a
Until we pass each other again,
work in progress.
have fun and be safe on all your
One developer has
journeys!
approached us to discuss
From the LUD chair:
possible redevelopment of
Elizabeth on Seventh
the former Royal Gardens
nearing completion
site. No rezoning application
has been filed as yet so we will
by Evan Kettler
respect the confidentiality of
the developer and the nature of
Here are some brief updates
from the Land Use and Develop- the project. Rather, I’d like to
ment (LUD) committee and related use this to illuminate the more
comprehensive nature of the
ECA working groups. It is early
February as I write this, so things issues we – LUD, Elizabeth and
will have progressed or changed Charlotte – are facing.
by the time you read this.
Seventh Street is a critical
piece
of the future and highThe new Elizabeth on Seventh
lights
the complex interactions
mixed-use project is nearing
of
many
powerful forces and
completion. We have been
important
issues.
impressed with the quality of
the design and execution and
Looking at 7th Street from
appreciate the collaborative
Charlottetown Avenue to 5th
efforts of Crescent Communities, Street, market forces have or
Choate Construction, BB+M
will put much of this land “into
Architecture and several
play.” Several property owners
generations of LUD team
hold or have accumulated
members in our core committee significant property. Some of
and architectural review working the structures are empty, some
group. We look forward to
are not well-maintained. This is
learning about tenants and their now expensive real estate and
plans for the building.
much of it will be redeveloped.
Blue Azalea continues to pur- Developers will understandably
sue a rezoning application for a seek to optimize the return on
parcel at the northeast corner of their investment.
the transportation committee,
please contact Eric Davis at
EricADavis0123@gmail.com.

management and an impediment
to some more modern mobility
approaches. It is difficult to
navigate and cross. In many
ways it separates our community
rather than connect us. LUD,
with invaluable assistance
from Benchmark Planning, is
supporting Eric Davis and our
ECA transportation committee in
their efforts to radically rethink
7th Street.
Seventh Street is and will
be the commercial center of
Elizabeth. It is also the site of
a good bit of aging, naturally
occurring affordable housing.
As many of these properties are
redeveloped, we are mindful of
the need to retain and provide
different types of housing and
a mix of commercial choices for
residents, workers and visitors.
We need to be thoughtful
about the 2040 Policy Map and
Uniform Development Ordinance when evaluating proposed
development on 7th. We also
need to be thoughtful about
the residential neighborhoods
that are on or a half block away
from 7th Street – how do we
accommodate and direct healthy
growth while maintaining and
even enhancing quality of life?

Frequently left out of the
conversation is the impact of the
Gold Line and proposed Silver
As a transportation corridor,
Weddington Avenue and BasLine on Elizabeth. In the past,
com Street. Their proposal now 7th Street is a challenge.
Charlotte has applied Transit
calls for up to 18 townhomes on It is currently owned and
Oriented Development (TOD)
maintained by NCDOT, not
that site. Since a virtual public
standards along rail lines – proCDOT. It features reversible
meeting in January, LUD has
lanes, a dated approach to traffic moting higher density and sigbeen collaborating with the
6
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A 1.5M untimed run/walk
nificantly greater height nearby.
7th Street and Hawthorne Lane for casual participants: Join
your neighbors for a refreshing
are not South Boulevard – how
stroll, go for a jog with your kids,
will this play out?
or just get outdoors for a nice
I’ve laid out some of the
walk through the neighborhood
issues that are involved in our
with your morning coffee.
discussions and negotiations

with developers and city leadership and staff. We are working
with market forces, government
regulations, mobility challenges,
historic precedents and financial
and social imperatives. There
may be more questions than
answers at this point – there
are lots of moving pieces and
the future is rarely a certainty.
Our goal remains the same – to
navigate and channel inevitable
growth to our mutual benefit.

The Liz Kids’ Fun Run for
little ones: Even the little ones

can get in on the action with this
free fun ~ 50 yard dash. For kids
six years of age and younger.
There are also other ways to
take part:

Volunteer: The fun and
excitement of the Elizabeth 8K
is generated not only by the race
participants, but also by the
many generous neighborhood
volunteers who work so hard
Countdown to the 2022
to make this a wonderful comElizabeth 8K Road Race – munity event. There are plenty
April 30
of opportunities to assist with
by Robert Zabel
registration, course monitoring,
water stops, finish line, etc. We
The ECA is thrilled to
would certainly welcome and
announce the return of
appreciate your help!
Charlotte’s oldest road race,
Cheer: If running, walking
the Elizabeth 8K, as an inor volunteering isn’t your thing,
person event for 2022! The
then get out and join others
36th annual Elizabeth 8K Road
along the course route to cheer
Race will hit the streets April
on your neighbors and show
30, and we are calling on the
the participants Elizabeth’s true
entire Elizabeth community
community spirit.
to come out and participate.
Proceeds from the race
There are several events
benefit the beautification of the
to choose from:
Elizabeth neighborhood and
An 8K timed race for
TreesCharlotte.
competitive types: This

course provides a fantastic
tour of the scenic residential
and commercial streets of the
Elizabeth neighborhood.
8
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• E
 lizabeth on Seventh by
Crescent Communities
• Devil’s Logic Brewing
• Freixenet USA
• Herrmann & Murphy Law Firm
• The Keith Corporation
• Lineberger Dentistry
• Queens Pharmacy
• R
 ob Hall at Pridemore
Properties COMPASS
• Recover Brands
post-race festivities that include
music, beverages, awards and
much more.
To learn more about the race,
register or sign up to volunteer,
please visit www.elizabeth8k.
com or point your smartphone
camera to the QR code (right).

Gold Sponsors

•
•
•
•
•
•

BB+M Architecture
Capco
Cluck Design
Cross Conditioning Training
Heather Claxton at Savvy + Co.
Lineberger Orthodontics

•
•
•
•
•
•

Main Street Insurance Group
Pet Supplies Plus
Showmars
The Spoke Easy
Sunflour Baking Company
Wilder Pantazis Law Group
Partners

• runCLTrun
• TreesCharlotte
ECA Q&A: Everything
you need to know about
becoming a member
Q: Who can join the Elizabeth
Community Association?
A: Anyone who lives or works
in the Elizabeth neighborhood
is welcome to join.

Q: Is the ECA a Homeowners

Association (HOA)?

A: No the ECA is not an HOA,
and membership is not required.
The ECA depends on volunteers
and fundraising activities in
order to fulfill its purpose.
Q: Why should I join the ECA?
A: Four main reasons:
1. To maintain the ECA as a

strong liaison between our
neighborhood and the City of
Charlotte, Mecklenburg County,
other neighborhoods, businesses,
developers and other entities
with interest in our community.

2. Support the beautification

and upkeep of common areas,
like the Trolley Path.

The Elizabeth 8K Road
Race greatly appreciates
the support of our
sponsors and partners
Presenting Sponsors

• Harris Teeter
• Hawthorne’s NY Pizza & Bar
• Novant Health
Platinum Sponsors

•
•
•
•

Catalyst Financial Group
Choate Construction
Coca-Cola + Body Armor
C
 olsenKeane Leather Goods
& Provisions
• H
 awthorne Lane United
In addition to free T-shirts
Methodist Church
and entertainment from our very
• St. John’s Baptist Church
own Big E Elvis, participants
and volunteers can enjoy our
• St. Martin’s Episcopal Church
THE
PEOPLE
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Runners set off in the 2017 Elizabeth 8K Road
Race.
Photo by PAGES
Jim Dimitroff

3. Fund annual social events
like the Elizabeth 8K Road Race,
Easter Egg Hunt, Pumpkin Wall
and the Merry Meander.

Don’t know if you’re current?
Email Membership@
elizabethcommunity.com
to find out.

Harry Golden mural
graces new building at
7th and Caswell

Sharp-eyed passers-by have
spotted
a mural of writer and
expired each August?
Newsletter, ECA website, ECA
former
Elizabethan
Harry
social networks and other
A: Membership term is changing Golden at the Elizabeth on
communications meant to
to match the calendar year
Seventh project.
educate and foster community
starting in 2022.
interaction within Elizabeth.
Developer Crescent ComQ: What does it cost?
munities said the mural is part of
Q: I am a renter:
several “art moments” planned
A:
Household
Membership
is
$30.
can I still join the ECA?
for the site. Most will be incorQ: I’m a senior: is there a discount?
A: Yes! Anyone who lives or
porated into the building for
works in Elizabeth is eligible to
A: Yes! Membership for those 65 patrons to discover. The first
join the ECA.
and over is $15.
art installed is the Harry Golden
mural by artist Jeremy Biggers.
Q: What is the Young Professional
Q: How do I join?
It is 63 feet by 13 feet and can
Membership?
A: Go to elizabethcommunity.
be found at the entrance to the
A: This is a new membership
com and click on the
parking deck on Caswell.
level for residents/households
Membership tab at the top or
Artist Jeremy Biggers said he
25 and younger. The benefits
point your smartphone camera
chose
Harry Golden because of
are the same as the other
to the QR code below.
his
impact
on and involvement
membership levels. The Young
with
Charlotte.
“I was drawn to
Professional Membership is $15.
his story because of his writing
Q: I joined the ECA in the past.
and publishing career, but also
Do I need to join again?
his work within the anti-racial
segregation and anti-Jim Crow
A: Yes, you must renew your
laws of the time,” Jeremy said.
membership every calendar year.
More information on Jeremy
can be found at jeremybiggers.
com. Estimated completion of all
art installations is early spring.
4. Support the quarterly ECA

Q: I thought ECA Membership

THE Golden
PEOPLE
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The Harry
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was painted by artist Jeremy Biggers. Photo by Winn Maddrey

From Afghanistan to
Elizabeth, an unsettling
resettlement story
by Jim Morrill

says. “Elizabeth’s people gave
me a feeling of family.”

Yar’s story is the stuff of Hollywood. He attended the American
University of Afghanistan, where
For Yar Rostam, the journey
he studied finance. In 2016
from Kabul to Elizabeth was a
he survived an attack on the
harrowing ordeal, punctuated by
school by gunmen and a suicide
chaos, danger, luck – and a secret
bomber. More than a dozen
code word.
people were hurt or killed.
It took three days and
In 2018 Yar began working
three trips to Hamid Karzai
for
President Ashraf Ghani’s
International Airport before
senior
economic adviser. After
Yar, 27, managed to jump
graduating
in May, 2019,
aboard a packed military cargo
he followed the adviser to
plane last August and flee his
the Ministry of Industry and
native Afghanistan after the
Commerce and later to the
Taliban took control. It would
country’s central bank. There,
be almost three more months
Yar served as chief of staff to his
before he arrived in Elizabeth.
mentor, who had become the
“Sometimes it gives me
bank’s governor, or CEO.
a roller-coaster of emotion
Yar and his boss were in the
thinking about my family and
bank on the morning of Aug.
what I have been through,” Yar

15. That was the day Taliban
fighters entered the capital after
sweeping through the provinces.
They left that morning with
a small entourage to drive to
the airport. They found streets
clogged with panicked people.
“The whole city was running as
Taliban stormed the capital from
all directions,” Yar says. “(It was)
just like a zombie scene.”
They found more chaos at
the airport. On the tarmac, they
approached a military cargo plane
preparing to take off. Yar and a
colleague managed to hoist the
governor into the crowded hold
which had no room for them. With
no immediate option that night,
Yar decided to go home, but soon
sought refuge at an uncle’s on the
outskirts of Kabul.
There he learned that the
Taliban had searched for him at

THE
PEOPLE
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Yar Rostam (left) and Abdullah Froton left Afghanistan in August.
Photo
courtesy of
Yar Rostam

his home, believing the governor
was there or that Yar had access
to the central bank’s currency
reserves. Yar sent emails to
anybody he thought could help.
One ended up on the screen of a
former professor.

the Carolina Refugee Resettlement Agency. They had a spare
bedroom in their Elizabeth
home. “Kathy and I read about
the fall of Kabul and the refugees, and we thought we had so
much and these people are leaving the country with the clothes
on their back,” David says.

Your attic trunk contents
might be archive worthy
by John O’Connor

Have a bunch of old family
heirlooms hanging around in
your basement or attic? Not
sure who to give them to? The
Boris Abbey is a Fayetteville
Robinson-Spangler Carolina
attorney and former Marine
Room at Charlotte Mecklenburg
Yar and Abdullah stayed
who’d taught at the American
Library is always accepting
with the Foulsers and met their
University in Kabul. Through a
donations for our archives and
daughter’s family, who also live
secure network, he eventually
in the neighborhood. David took special collections.
got in touch with a U.S. soldier
Yar to a soccer game at Memorial
stationed at the airport. They
Elizabeth is one of the oldest
Stadium. Neighbors donated
hatched a plan.
communities in Charlotte and
clothes and bikes. Somebody
we’d love to improve our collecYar and another former
tion’s history of the neighborhood.
student named Abdullah Froton from Elizabeth took Yar to the
Blumenthal for a Broadway play.
would go to the airport at
The Carolina Room houses
“I just can’t say how proud
midnight and text the American
books, newspapers, manuscripts,
I am to be a part of such a
soldier and shout a code word.
maps, microfilm and all mangenerous neighborhood,” David ner of other materials related
The two men got there, only to
find their cell phone dead. They says. “It’s such a wonderful place to North Carolina history and
to be part of.”
went back to a car and drove
culture, with a special focus on
around until it recharged. It was
Yar and Abdullah are now
Mecklenburg County. In addi4 a.m. before they returned. They living on their own in an
tion, we have the largest public
texted the soldier and shouted
apartment in east Charlotte.
genealogical collection in North
the code word: “Apache.”
Abdullah got a job at Crisis
Carolina. In fact, library card
Assistance Ministry. Yar has a
holders can use ancestry.com for
The U.S. soldier signaled
job at Truist as an auditor. “The
free at any Charlotte Mecklenback from the other side of a
burg Library branch, including
stream that separated them from Elizabeth neighborhood was
incredibly generous,” Yar says,
the Plaza Midwood branch.
the tarmac. Yar and Abdullah
adding that the neighborhood
jumped in. The soldier helped
If you have things taking up
has helped him overcome the
pull them up on the other side.
space in attics or basements,
They boarded a cargo plane that culture shock of starting over.
we can help you determine
took them to Qatar. Yar had
Want to help?
if they’re a good fit for our
what he’d left with: A backpack
archives. We especially look
The Carolina Refugee
and a laptop. They made their
for yearbooks from local
way first to Wisconsin. Because Resettlement Agency accepts
donations of cash and furniture schools (K-12 and college);
they knew their former profeslocal business records; local
sor was in North Carolina, they and other household items:
military records/photographs
carolinarefugee.org.
ended up in Charlotte.
(especially related to Camp
Meanwhile, David and Kathy
Greene); records and
VOLUNTEER
Foulser had been in touch with
photographs from local clubs

M
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and civic organizations; family
histories; genealogical research;
letters; maps; music from local
bands; newsletters; photographs
of the region or local events;
postcards with images of
Charlotte or Mecklenburg
County locations; and some
small 3D artifacts.
We generally do not accept
family bibles (unless there is
genealogical information in
them), newspapers (except
copies of the Charlotte Post from
before 1975 – this is critical
need, if you have these or know
someone who does, please let
us know), textbooks, magazines,
scrapbooks, large 3D artifacts or
furniture, and textiles (clothing,
uniforms, quilts, etc.).
If you have items that you are

interested in donating, please
contact us to make sure we can
take them and to coordinate
drop-off. Because the Main
Library location is closed for
construction, you can contact
us by emailing carolinaroom@
cmlibrary.org or calling
704-416-0150 during regular
business hours. We’ll ask you a
few questions about your donation to make sure it’s a good fit
and schedule logistics on how to
get things to us.
If you have any questions or
bar bets to settle about local
history or genealogy, we’re happy
to help you with researching
those topics. Please join the
Robinson-Spangler Carolina
Room Facebook group to see
photographs of old Charlotte
and other items in the collection.

Dorothy Counts has been an
instrumental civil rights activist
in not just Charlotte’s history,
but also our nation’s history. Her
fearless efforts continue to impact
our community today. Read about
her in the Robinson-Spangler
Carolina Room Facebook group.
Photo courtesy of Charlotte
Observer, 1957

M

elizabethcommunityassociation
@gmail.com

The Carolina Room houses materials related to North Carolina history and culture, with a special focus on
Mecklenburg County. Photo courtesy Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
THE PEOPLE PAGES
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Come celebrate
our only planet at
Charlotte Earth Day 2022
by Hardin Minor

being active stewards of our lifegiving ecosystems.
CED22 is being produced by
the non-profit OMIMEO Mime
Theatre in conjunction with
Mecklenburg County Park and
Recreation. Longtime environmentalist Lynn Henderson is the
CED22 logistical coordinator;
EyeBenders, LLC is the creative
media consultant.

Finally: After the Covid delay
of two years, we have a chance to
gather together in real time to
celebrate life on Earth in all its
many forms.
Charlotte Earth Day 2022
(CED22) will be a free, interactive, science-based, theatrically
presented family learning
celebration at First Ward Park,
Apr. 23 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Upon arriving at the park, each
participating child will receive an
Earth Passport. By visiting each
of the five “knowledge stations,”
participants will be eligible to
receive a special Earth Button
and become an Earth Kid!
In addition, this unique
experience will present a variety
of artists performing from the
main stage and throughout
this beautiful park including
Paperhand Puppet Intervention
(paperhand.org). The puppet
theater company based out of
Saxapahaw will provide a chance
for everyone to join in the
opening and closing parades.
Come dressed as your favorite
animal, bird or butterfly ready
to rock the Multi-Species Dance
Party. Sign up to help make this
one of a kind event a success.
Visit charlotteearthday.com
to donate and get involved as
a youth leader, a volunteer, an
exhibitor or a sponsor.
14
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Anyone interested in making
a donation can do so by going
to charlotteearthday.com or
pointing your smartphone
camera at the QR code (left).
There will be food trucks
onsite. Bring your own water
bottle (refill at Charlotte Pure
Water truck). Please, no single
use plastic bags.
As part of the opening
ceremony, OMIMEO Mime
Theatre will dedicate the event
to the late Anne Springs Close
for her lifelong environmental
leadership. In addition, we will
honor local women of environmental vision and action over
the past 50 years since the first
Earth Day, 1970. Let’s put our
hands and hearts and minds
together as we re-commit to

Elizabethans meander
merrily during
neighborhood holiday
celebration
by Marie McDaniel
Hundreds took to the streets
of Elizabeth on the evening of
Dec. 19 to participate in the second year of the Merry Meander.
Thanks to the entire neighborhood for contributions in
the form of decorating houses,
providing meander stops filled
with activities, hot beverages
and live entertainment, and
walking around enjoying the
festivities.
There was a wonderful buzz
on the neighbor-filled sidewalks
as folks took in the lights and
sights and sounds of the season
on every street – and into at least
one alleyway and of course the
Trolly Path. You could feel the
excitement as people said hello

from a safe distance and greeted
each other with holiday cheer.
This event would not be possible without the help of many of
our residents who volunteered
their time to make sure every
spot in the neighborhood was
festive and lively. Some helped
string lights along fences while
others hosted a holiday table in
their front yard and welcomed
all who walked by.

For the Merry Meander, the neighborhood Trolley Path becomes
the Holly Path. Photo by John McBride
Folks along an alley off Bay Street between Clement and Lamar have
decorated McAlleyville for years. It’s a popular stop along the Elizabeth
Merry Meander. Oh, and pizza! Photos by Lisa Yagla

A big shoutout goes to Hawthorne’s NY Pizza and Bar, which
provided free pizza to anyone
who wanted a slice. Hawthorne’s
continues to support our
neighborhood in many ways, so
be sure to thank them the next
time you visit the restaurant.
Thanks to ALL of our Elizabeth
neighbors who played a part in
the Merry Meander – can’t wait
until next year!
THE PEOPLE PAGES
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Workers from Carolina Tree Care removed two
large pine trees between 100 and 118 North
Laurel Avenue on Jan. 26. North Laurel Avenue
between Vail and Randolph was closed for the
work. The trees were determined to be dead or
dying. Photos by Lolo Pendergrast
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Workers
made
repairs toPAGES
the water tower’s footers early in 2022. Photo by John McBride
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Next advertising deadline:

5 May

Quarter page: 641 x 743 pixels – $80 per issue or 4 for $280
Half horizontal: 1306 x 743 pixels – $160 per issue or 4 for $560
Half vertical: 641 x 1506 pixels – $160 per issue or 4 for $560
Full page: 1306 x 1506 pixels – $320 per issue or 4 for $1120
Prepare ad as a b&w jpg or pdf at 200 dpi. Our standard 4 point inner border will be
applied to your ad, so please plan your layout accordingly.
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